
Do the ceiling panels measure 60cm x 60cm or 120cm x 
60cm?

120cm x 60cm grids should be divided into 2 sections of 
60cm x 60cm by installing a 60cm grid connector.

Does the width of the grid measure 24mm?

Is the clearance between the base of the false ceiling 
grid and the structural ceiling 10cm? 
(Please note that in cases with less clearance installation 
could still be possible, please contact OpenCeilings)

Technical Requirements and Installation Manual
Can the OpenCeiling be installed in your false/suspended ceiling?

Below is a simple 3-step checklist
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1.  Ceiling Panels & Grid

2.  Clearance Above Ceiling

There must be no obstacles in the clearance area 
(i.e pipes or vents) to be able to install the OpenCeilings 
light fi xture.

Check:

Suspended ceiling

Structural ceiling

In some instances, false ceilings are installed using ‘ceiling 
hangers’. These hangers might interfere with the installation 
of the OpenFrame. In order to ensure a seamless 
installation of the OpenFrame, please replace the fi xed 
ceiling hangers for strong iron wire in the area where 
the OpenCeiling is installed.

3. Replace hook hangers with wire

10cm 

10cm 

Always ensure that your false ceiling can 
maintain the weight of the OpenCeiling. 
If necessary, please reinforce your false 
ceiling with ceiling hangers or strong iron 
wire!!

24mm



Questions?
Please do not hesitate to contact us for technical support:

1. Daylight-balanced (6000K) LED panel with LED
    Driver

2. High resolution photopanel

3. Frame which supports both photopanel and LED 
    panel

False ceiling. The OpenCeiling LED Panel fi ts seamlessly in 
every 60cm x 60cm false ceiling grid. 

Installation manual

5-step installation instructions:

1.   Make sure that your ceiling complies to the 3 points indicated in the checklist (previous page)

2.   Remove the ceiling panels for the area where you want to install the OpenCeiling

3.   Insert the complete Plug and Play model diagonally through the ceiling
      grid. Carefully place the Plug and Play model onto the grid. Make sure that the 
      orientation of the image corresponds with the provided image-layout

4.   Connect all connectors to an OpenCeilings LED panel before switching on the power

5.   Repeat step 3 and 4 according to the image-layout.

Plug and Play model LED OpenCeiling

Always ensure that your false ceiling can maintain the weight of the OpenCeiling. If 
necessary, please reinforce your false ceiling with ceiling hangers or strong iron wire!!

Connectors

OpenCeilings comes with connectors to connect multiple 
panels to one plug. Important: Connect all the 
connectors to an OpenCeilings LED panel before 
switching on the power!


